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Rosen (1981): “The Economics of Superstars” [5]
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Examples:
I

Full-time Comedians (≈ 200)

I

Soloists in Classical Music

I

Economic Textbooks (the usual myopic example)

I

Highly skewed distributions again...
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Individual quality q maps to reward R(q)

I

R(q) is ‘convex’ (d2 R/dq 2 > 0)
Two reasons:

I

Musiclab
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1. Imperfect substitution:
A very good surgeon is worth many mediocre ones
2. Technology:
Media spreads & technology reduces cost of
reproduction of books, songs, etc.
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I

Joint consumption versus public good

I

No social element—success follows ‘inherent quality’
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Laureti et al. (2004): “Aggregating partial, local
evaluations to achieve global ranking” [4]
I

Model: participants rank n objects based on
underlying quality q

Adler (1985): “Stardom and Talent” [1]

Superstars
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I

Assumes extreme case of equal ‘inherent quality’

I

I

Argues desire for coordination in knowledge and
culture leads to differential success

Assume evaluation of object i is a random variable
with mean qi

I

Choose objects based on votes:

I

Success can be purely a social construction

I

(How can we measure ‘inherent quality’?)

pi (t) ∝ vi (t)α or pi (t) ∝ qi vi (t)α .
I

If α < 1, correct quality ordering is uncovered

I

If α > 1, some objects are never evaluated and
mistakes are made...

I

Related to Adler’s approach
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Evidence from the web suggestions (Huberman et
al.)
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Dominance hierarchies
Chase et al. (2002): “Individual differences versus
social dynamics in the formation of animal
dominance hierarchies” [3]
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The aggressive female Metriaclima zebra:

I

Pecking orders for fish...
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1. Easy decisions (yes/no) lead to bandwagoning
I

e.g. jyte.com

2. More costly evaluations lead to oppositional votes
I

I

e.g. amazon.com

Self-selection: Costly voting may lower incentives for
those who agree with the current assessment and
increase incentives for those who disagree.

Table 1. Percentage of groups with different numbers of
changing ranks between first and second hierarchies (n !
No. of fish changing ranks
0
2
3
4
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Fish forget—changing of dominance hierarchies:

Musiclab

Table 1. Percentage of groups with different numbers of fish
changing ranks between first and second hierarchies (n ! 22)

References

No. of fish changing ranks
0
2
3
4

Score-based voting versus rank-based voting:
I

Balinski and Laraki [2]
“A theory of measuring, electing, and ranking”
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci., pp. 8720–8725 (2007)

I

Percentage of groups
27.3
36.4
18.2
18.2

rank on prior attributes of itself creates the linear structure of the
hierarchies. Although 50% of the fish changed ranks from one
hierarchy to the other, almost all the hierarchies were linear in
structure. Some factor other than differences in attributes seems
to have ensured high rates of linearity. In the next experiment,
we tested to determine whether that factor might be social
dynamics.
It might seem possible that ‘‘noise,’’ random fluctuations in
individuals’ attributes or behaviors, could account for the observed differences between the first and second hierarchies.
However, a careful consideration of the ways in which fluctuations might occur shows that this explanation is unlikely. For
example, what if the differences were assumed to have occurred
because some of the fish changed their ranks on attributes from
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of fish might be considered to have been probabilistic, such that
alone supports the hypothesis that rank on prior attributes
at one meeting one might dominate, but at a second meeting
influences rank within hierarchies but not the hypothesis that
there was some chance that the other might dominate. The
problem with this model is that earlier mathematical analysis
5746
! www.pnas.org"cgi"doi"10.1073"pnas.082104199
demonstrates
that in situations in which one of each pair in a
group has even a small chance of dominating the other, the
probability of getting linear hierarchies is quite low (34). And
even in a more restrictive model in which only pairs of fish that
are close in rank in the first hierarchies have modest probabilities
of reversing their relationships, such as the level (0.25) we
observed in this experiment, the probability of getting as many
linear hierarchies as we observed is still very low (details are
available from the authors).
We know of only one other study (47) in which researchers
assembled groups to form initial hierarchies, separated the
individuals for a period, and then reassembled them to form a

22 observations: about 3/4 of the time, hierarchy
changed
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Fig. 1. Transition patterns between ranks of fish in the first and second
hierarchies. Frequencies of experimental groups showing each pattern are
indicated in parentheses. Open-headed arrows indicate transitions of rank.
Solid-headed arrows show dominance relationships in intransitive triads; all
the fish in an intransitive triad share the same rank.

(one-sided binomial test: n ! 22, P " 0.001 and P " 0.03,
respectively). In this light, 27% of the groups with identical

Percentage o
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Fig. 2. The structure of hierarchies forming in group assembly and round-robin competition for sets of four and five fish. An animal dominates all those listed
below it except as indicated by heavy arrows; three fish in an intransitive triad sharing the same rank are placed on the same level in a hierarchy. Frequencies
of experimental groups showing each structure are indicated in parentheses.

Group versus isolated interactions produce different
are often in place, fish do not trade acts back and forth, thus
fewer acts suffice to determine which fish in a pair is dominant.
hierarchies

design, both hypotheses predicted that the hierarchies formed
through group assembly should be linear, but they disagreed
about the extent of linear hierarchies formed via round-robin
competition. Although the prior attributes hypothesis anticipated linear structures, the social dynamics hypothesis forecasted nonlinear ones, because round-robin competition did not
allow interaction in a group context.
Fig. 2 shows the various hierarchy structures and frequencies
of sets of fish forming them in round-robin competition and
group assembly. Most of the hierarchies formed under group
assembly were linear, and the few others tended to show
relatively simple structural deviations from linearity. In contrast,
many hierarchies formed with round-robin competition were not
linear, including several with quite complicated structures.
In Table 2, the probabilities of linear and nonlinear hierarchies
in sets of four and five fish expected by chance alone (if each fish
had an independent 0.5 probability of dominating each other)
are compared with the proportions observed in round-robin
competition and group assembly. Although round-robin competition only produced significantly higher proportions of linear
hierarchies than expected by chance in sets of five fish, group
assembly did so in sets of both sizes (one-sided binomial tests:
round robin competition, n ! 16, P ! 0.10 in sets of four fish,
and n ! 12, P " 0.005 in sets of five; group assembly, n ! 25,
P " 0.001 in sets of four and n ! 11, P " 0.001 in sets of five).
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Method of forming hierarchy
Size of set
4
5

Chase et al.

48 songs
30,000 participants

Random, %

Round robin, %

Group assembly, %

37.5
11.7

56.2 (n ! 16)
50.0 (n ! 12)

92.0 (n ! 25)
90.9 (n ! 11)

PNAS ! April 16, 2002 ! vol. 99 ! no. 8 ! 5747

multiple ‘worlds’
Inter-world variability

I

How probable is the world?

I

Can we estimate variability?

I

Superstars dominate but are unpredictable. Why?

Experiment 1

Rank market share in influence worlds

References
Table 2. Percentage of linear structures expected in random
hierarchies and observed in round-robin competition and group
assembly in sets of four and five fish
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Results. As indicated earlier in the discussion of our experimental

SOCIAL SCIENCES

I

Experiment Two
We took fish from their stock tanks, weighed them, and made up
groups of four and five fish using weights at isolation; in a set of
four the largest was no more than 7% heavier than the smallest,
and in a set of five, no more than 9% heavier. After 2 weeks of
isolation, as in Experiment One, we formed hierarchies by
round-robin competition and group assembly.
In round-robin competition we randomly selected two pairs of
fish from a set for the first round of encounters. Each pair was
transferred to a 21-liter observation tank separated by a partition
and given 2 h to acclimate to the tank. We then removed the
partition and observed them through a one-way mirror. Again,
all instances of nips, chases, and mouth fighting were recorded
until one fish reached dominance over the other (a total of 15
consecutive, aggressive acts against the other without retaliation). Of these 15 we scored only nips for the first seven acts and
any combination of nips and chases for the remaining eight. As
before, we considered mouth fighting as a mutually aggressive
act and began recounting consecutive acts by either fish after
such an incidence. When one fish reached the dominance
criterion, we separated them and returned them to their isolation
tanks.
We continued the rounds of encounters until all fish in a set
had met one another. Each fish in sets of four had 2 days between
encounters, and in sets of five each had 1 day except for the odd
fish out, which had 2 days. Where possible, we matched winners
to winners and losers to losers.
In group assembly we simultaneously transferred all fish in a
set from their isolation tanks to a 76-liter aquarium; observations
began 24 h later. We observed the fish and determined stable
dominance relationships and hierarchies using the same procedures as described for experiment one.
We used six rather than 15 consecutive aggressive acts in group
assembly to determine stable dominance relationships, because
upon first meeting, as in round-robin competition, fish often
exchange aggressive acts before one clearly establishes dominance and initiates all aggressive activity; such contests require
a fairly large number of consecutive acts to ensure a stable
relationship. In contrast, after some time together, relationships
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Variability in final rank.
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Variability in final number of downloads.

Salganik et al. (2006) “An experimental study of inequality
and unpredictability in an artificial cultural market” [6]
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Inversion of download count
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The pretend rich get richer ...
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... but at a slower rate
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But success may be due to social construction
through following. (so let’s tell a story... [7, 8] )
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